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It has been another eventful and highly fulfilling year for us in the
Southover community. We successfully converted into a charity and
have been blessed with a truly professional and inspirational board of
trustees. I am proud of the well-deserved judgements from our ofsted
inspection, and of the progress our students have made and in their
many achievements both academically and beyond the classroom. We
also established links and a successful partnership with Kajembe school
in Kenya which has allowed a welcome flow of knowledge, skills and ideas between the
two communities.

Dates for the
Diary
Autumn term
2018:
Wednesday
5th September
(Learning Review
Interviews) to
Friday 21st December
(Inset Days:
Monday 3rd &
Tuesday 4th September)
Half term:
Monday
22nd October to
Friday 27th October.

Once again, the contents of this newsletter represent just the tip, of the tip, of the iceberg of talent, creativity and resilience that makes us such a special family.
As is the case at this time of the year, we say farewell to our students and staff listed below
who are moving on and wish them all success in their endeavours with the assurance that we
always hold them in mind and a reminder that they will always be part of the Southover family.

HELLO TO NEW FACES, FAREWELL TO OLD
We extend a very warm welcome to all of our new students: Jeremiah and Jack at Southgate and Melissa
at Hutton Grove. New staff include Aaron and Sam at Southgate.
We were sad to say goodbye to students Chris, Aaron, Rhys, James Terri, Daniel, Adam, Rashaan, Alex
and staff; Abigail, Marcia, Neil, Stacey, Mark, Monika, Darrell and Kayleigh and wish you good luck.

A BIG HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO……..
This term we have sung Happy Birthday, blown candles out, eaten cake and celebrated with students
Frank, Gianluca, Aaron, Kyla, Elliott, Aleika, Joshua and Zayn.
Staff birthdays have included Maria, Lucas, Monika, Natasha, Jackie,
Marta, Richard, Heather, Richie, Anne, Josh, Tom, Sam, Anita, Georgia, Sonia,
Aylsha, Darrell, Sam B, Ricardo and Jean-Robert.

News from the Manor...

Gardening at KM!
We have been working hard to bring the KM garden
back to life after a long, cold, wet winter!
The flower beds we put in last year burst into
colour as the weather warmed up.

Also they needed plenty of water to keep them going through the heatwave
Animals are enjoying the garden too – birds, bees, squirrels, dragonflies and even
a newt in the pond!

Gardening at the Manor
We made good use of the benches and table made last year, to enjoy lessons or
lunch outside in the sunshine. Kewin and JJ volunteered to help plant a new Magnolia tree on the roundabout. We had to dig out some very large stones. One stone
was especially large and we almost gave up trying to get it out, but the boys were
determined to succeed.

They worked as a team to figure out how to
get the stone out and were delighted when we
finally managed it. This is what Teamwork is
all about!
By removing big rocks and stones we allow the
tree’s roots room to grow.

Food Challenge at the Manor…...

Guess who was
choosing the most
challenging food!

Getting our
ingredients
ready to eat.

Choosing a mysterious
ingredient card!

To cook and eat a balanced dish that our chefs cooked is
easy as the taste is something liked by all of us. Therefore,
one of our students thought would be a good idea to create
a challenge involving eating ingredients that are normally difficult for most of us.
We organised this food challenge with our brave students
and TAs. Whole raw garlic, vinegar, raw onion, super smelly
anchovies and other challenging food were on our menu.
Our participants knew what to eat by choosing a special
card. Time to get ready to eat! Like it or not, your face will
probably change involuntarily!

Science at the Manor
Summer term must be the most exciting of the three. It includes a bit of everything: the last push of hard work and preparation before exams, not to mention the buzz of the exams themselves; the warmer and longer days which at
first energize us and then take their toll on us; the excitement or even anxiety
building up with the anticipation of holidays; the creativity and fun activities
stemming from it, which are necessary to keep everyone engaged bearing in
mind all the above. Science is present in every single aspect of our school life,
providing answers to those who like to know “why?” and admitting its limitations to those who never stop asking “but why?”
But what has been happening in the timetabled Science lessons?
For some students, exams were the dominant feature of this term, with the
pressure and desire to succeed, followed by a big sigh of relief when it was
over.
For others, the focus shifted on to fun lessons. From applying the knowledge
of momentum when pushing a powerless Land Rover at the Sweet Tree farm,
to studying air resistance when parachuting eggs, to observing chemical reactions in the “elephant’s toothpaste”, our students enjoyed seeing science in action.

Kingsbury visits the Zoo

Two excellent students enjoyed an ice-cream reward and a trip to the Gift Shop.

As we walked back through the park, we all
agreed that we had thoroughly enjoyed the trip!
JJ, Leon, Richard, Thierno and Lorna enjoyed a
trip to London Zoo. We travelled by Tube, then
walked through Regent’s Park to the entrance of
the zoo.
It was a beautiful sunny day and we spent hours
walking around seeing as many animals as possible.
We have been reading about a tiger in ‘Running
Wild’ by Michael Morpurgo, so it was a shame

News From The Gate…………...
EGG DROP COMPETITION
The students at Southgate got very creative in the science lesson and started a contest to see who can
make the best egg case, to protect a raw egg falling on concrete!

From 20 ft height, can you predict what will happen?

It looks like a spider; I hope a web will keep it from breaking...

My egg case is a stuffed balloon!

I think I should make an omelette with all these
eggs!

More News From The Gate……...
Gardening and Wildlife by David
It’s June already! Where has the gardening year gone? Well what
a year we’ve had since last year’s bumper harvest of Sunflowers.
This year we have gone for something completely different, as
we want to stretch ourselves and provide for the end of term
BBQ.
Some of the old favourites are still there, garlic of course, although we have had to pick it up early this year because of an
unusual black fly infestation. I have never seen it before in all my
years growing garlic. Esmeralda is the garden’s biggest garlic fan.
Well it might have worked out for the best, as all that is left now
in our mini ex-bedhead bed is the rhubarb and some new visitors. A small hive of bees have made their home. Good news for
nature lovers and gardeners, but a wise idea to keep our distance. We are so excited to have our own SPS beehive and although it was not on our garden shopping list this
year, it is welcome all the same. We can now monitor their progress. Socrates, I feel a science project coming
on for next term!
Chris has also been very adventurous too growing melons indoors. Chris is nearly finished his exams so I hope
he can return to see if we have fruit. Another first this year
has been Gianluca and Tom growing cucumbers of the
Zinnia variety. These are our greatest hope for the BBQ.
Our apple trees are doing quite well both the crab apple
trees and one ‘Grieve’ apple tree bought by Ahmed. Ahmed’s apple tree has one apple so we know that we successfully bought the correct pollinators group.
Finally, we have many herbs so we do expect everyone to
be able to taste something from the garden this year!

Southover Success
(A recipe poem)
Take some teachers with different nationalities,
Sprinkle some kids.
Add a dollop of humour and sprinkle some happiness.
Drizzle some competitiveness. Then turn up the heat.
Garnish with some success. Now enjoy.
Note: Do not offend anyone in any way.
Warning: Do not offend anyone in any way.

By Jack

Even More News From The Gate………….
Visit to Kensington Palace
In April, a group of KS4 students went to Kensington Palace as we were learning about the Victorian Era in English. The first thing we saw was a large statue of Queen Victoria.
Then we got to hear a presentation about the middle ages. One interesting
fact was that Kensington Palace was bought by King William III to get away
from the pollution; he had extreme asthma and found Kensington a much easier place to breath.
The noble people who would congregate in Kensington would dress very flamboyantly, women would wear dresses that were as wide as possible in order to
flaunt their wealth and men would wear tights and odd wigs.
When women needed to go to the toilet, it was very hard to undo their massive dresses, thus, a little boy would be hired to run around the room with a
pot when somebody needed to urinate, the women would just stand up and
wee in the pot. At the same
time, they would carry on with
whatever conversation they were having. The urine would then
be thrown to the corner of the room.
Overall, although Kensington seemed like a nice place to live at
first, knowing the details has changed my mind.
By an SPS student

Summer Trips
The Woman in Black
—Live on stage!
We finished reading the book in our
English lesson and then went to watch
the play on stage. The show was a little
slow to start with but then had lots of
‘jumpy’ moments. We then took a stroll
through Covent Garden Square as it
was a beautifully sunny day.

Whitewebbs Transport Museum
We had an amazing day at the museum! Among the things we
saw were a 1970’s Ferrari, a 100 year old fire engine (the only
one left in the world) and old hop on hop off buses. There was
also old technology such as typewriters and we had the chance
to type a letter on one! The museum has a World War 2 section with items such as evacuee boxes, air raid sirens and ration portions. We were also able to go on a train ride but my
favourite thing was the Route Master Fire Engine.

Summer Trips
GO APE
As part of the Activity Days, one intrepid student and keyworker pair took to the
trees in the beautiful sunshine to brave the Go Ape high ropes course. They
climbed high and tackled a variety of challenges as well as flying using the zip
wires and ropes. Who will be next to take on the challenge?

The RAF Museum
During the busy exam period, some of the KS3 students were able to visit the RAF museum. These are a
few of their favourite pictures.

News from the Hut…….
Victoria Line Cab Ride by Sam Sacks
What was the highlight of the trip?
The whole experience. I was able to open and close the
train doors. I started the ATO (Automatic Train Operation).
did an announcement on the PA system. I used the cameras
spy on the passengers – I spotted graffiti by the doors of
carriage 5 to see if it was offensive.

I
to

What did you have to wear?

A high vis jacket.
Where did you travel to?
We met at Seven Sisters station and went up some stairs
which had Victoria line blue handrails that led to the reception area in the offices for Danielle to sign in for her shift.
We went into the spacious, air conditioned Mess room (the
staff room for drivers) which had: separate couches, which
were blue; a 65 inch flat screen TV and a kitchen for tea and coffee. A bit like our common room.
We went north to Walthamstow Central and then went into a room where the drivers wait for
their train which again had a 40 inch flat screen TV to track the trains. I sat down on the left
hand side of the driver’s cabin so I could open the doors. The cabin had air conditioning. Marcia
came in the cab all the way to Brixton and then swapped with Josh. At the stations a screen
turns on called in cab CCTV so that the drivers can see who gets on and off. One person got
their suitcase trapped and the doors had to be opened again. I shouted at the screen monitor
when the passenger were getting on as the doors were closing. Luckily they could not hear me.
At the less busy stations I opened and closed the doors and started the ATO. I didn’t press the
ATO button long enough and the train started and stopped again. At Kings Cross an actual driver
did the same thing which made us laugh. At Brixton we got on a different train. I did a PA announcement at a station and pressed the buttons for the automatic announcements. We continued up the line and I blew the whistle when we returned to
Walthamstow. I thanked Danielle who was the driver who
opened the doors to say goodbye and blew the whistle at us.
Many thanks to Marcia for organising this trip of a lifetime for
me.

Even More News From The Hut…….
Trip to King’s Cross

World Book Day
March 2nd 2017
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going on where Everyman’s Cinema has setup a screen
All students received a voucher they could exchange for a book at any bookshop!
across the river. On the other side, there were beans
bags setup so you could view in leisure. We then met up
with a few other people and went to view the fly over, it
was an incredible experience. After the spectacular show
we made our way back to King’s Cross St Pancras to
view around one last time before heading back to
school. Overall it was an amazing trip! It was productive
and educational, a classic “win-win” scenario!
-Kareem Khan, World’s best boy detective, Hutton Grove

Student Voice
We had a replica election to vote for two students to be a part of Student
Voice. (our version of a student council) This involved students writing what
ideas they would implement and why the student thinks they would be a good
member of student voice. The election went on across all three sites. We have
had our first meeting on the 5th of July and it went well. We have decided we would like to get together
every fortnight and discuss; problems, solutions, suggestions- the whole lot. We are aiming to have better
consistency around all sites, for example, enforce similar rules around the sites. Influence healthy eating (a
bit more) and improve learning efficiency.
Kareem y12. Best Journalist this side of Japan, Hutton Grove

Even More News From The Hut…….
Jamming
On Wednesday 4th of July, as a part of my cooking lesson, we went to Parkside Farm
Pick Your Own in Enfield. I went with three staff members.
As you enter, you are given a box for the particular food you want to pick. I had two boxes – one for strawberries and one for raspberries. The staff also picked what they wanted. The funny thing was, when I found a raspberry, I would say, “This one looks good, I
might as well try it…” Then you end up eating half a box worth just walking around.
The taxi, which was meant to pick us up from the farm, went to the wrong place and so
was twenty minutes late to collect us. When the taxi finally arrived, we went back to Lyonsdown Hall and made raspberry and strawberry jam and Sonia made scones. We didn’t
realise how much mixture the strawberries would make and ended up filling four whole
jars.
Then we ate the jam on the scones with cream and it was fanjamulous and jamtastic!
We ate them all even though we were already full from the fruit earlier. My favourite jam
was the raspberry one.

Hi I’m Kyla, I went to ZSL London zoo on the 3rd July. There were lions, tigers,
gorillas, giraffes and penguins. The gorillas where the best because I loved the
habitat. After we went to a small animals show, where we saw ferrets, armadillo,
owls and goats. After that we got a ice cream. I got strawberry even though they
said there was raspberry sorbet but there was not. I would definitely recommend going to ZLS London zoo as a nice day for you and your family or as a school trip. We got very lucky
with the weather, it was 29℃ of sunshine.
We went by tube, it was a very short journey to Camden town.

Even More News From The Hut…….
My time at Southover! By Rhys y12

In the October of 2013, I joined Southover. On my first day, I was paired up with Maria and
Davut and went to Go Ape. After that day, I chose to work at Lyonsdown as it was quiet
and peaceful.
Those who remember Charlie, she was my first Key worker and - not to be biased - was the
best as she helped me settle into Southover and started me on my long road through the
years (sorry Patrick and Davut, but its true)!
The timetable I was given for the first year was Monday English and Spanish with Fred and
Charlie, Tuesday Animation and English with Maria and Charlie, Wednesday Science and
English with Fred and Patrick, Thursday Science and PE with Davut and Charlie, and, finally,
Friday Photography with Heather and - you guessed it Charlie.
After my first month, I was promoted to Hutton Grove
(The best site, just saying), where I would stay for 5
years.
In 2013, I meet my best friend Kareem. We were in every
class together, we did everything together and we’re still
brothers.
Since Kareem joined, I have seen the school grow in size.
Not physically but student and teacher-wise. Students and
teachers alike have come and gone.
In 2016, Jennifer joined. She was my Key worker until she
left a year later. Was it something I said? Kareem’s Key
Worker was Abigail, so it was myself Kareem, Abigail, Jen
and the teacher in 1 class. Very crowded.
Last year was the hardest. The year of the terrible GCSEs.
Not the GCSEs! Throughout the year all I did was work,
work, work and you guessed it more work. Yes, it was
hard. I do not think it is meant to be easy. However, I ploughed through it, and before I
knew it, the exams were over and I got my results.
This year has gone quite quickly. All I have been doing is my English and Graphics GCSEs,
plumbing at my college where I am going to do the next plumbing stage next year, and
Maths just for the fun of it. Wait! I have caught the Maths Bug! NOOOOOOOOOO! It is still
fun though.
As every Western script ends: the hero always walks or rides into the sunset. However, if
there is a franchise he always returns!

KENYA PROJECT
In the summer term, Southover teachers Fred and Dan completed their much anticipated visit to Kajembe High School in Mombasa, Kenya, as part of the British Council’s ‘Connecting Classrooms’ project.
The general aim of such school partnerships and visits is to give
teachers a unique chance to improve their pedagogy (teaching
methods) through working alongside fellow professionals in a
radically different environment.
Connecting classrooms also helps young people to develop the
kinds of knowledge, skills and values that will assist them to live
and work in a globalised economy. The skills that are identified
by the British Council as ‘core skills’ include digital literacy, critical thinking creativity and imagination, collaboration and communication, and finally student leadership.
The project that they worked on was based on gender equality. Students in
a group of over 50 completed workshops led by Dan and Fred from
Southover and Francis Mutie and Litu Lyanzika (aka Brian) from Kajembe.
These workshops enabled students to first pull apart the differences between sex and gender and to consider examples of society with greater gender equality. By the final sessions leadership was transferred from teachers
to students as they identified problems in their local communities and devised a poster campaign to address these issues. On completion of their
poster presentations, a prize-giving assembly took place.
Fred and Dan certainly felt they learnt a lot from the project and that it benefited the students at Kajembe by empowering them to take a more active
role in their own learning. Student leaders who participated in the project
were also able to learn how to incorporate their peers in to group work. As a
result of the project, the boys are now more tolerant and cognisant of the
girls and appear more willing to give support where possible. A case in point: during prize giving, some boys
openly opted for sanitary towels, giving these to their sisters or friends in the school. The fact that boys were
so heavily involved
in the poster campaign on such difficult femaleorientated issues such as genital mutilation shows that
the gender agenda is being driven by
both boys and girls
in the school.
The same gender
Partnership School
to see Southover
skills and digital lities of posters detribution in the
to increase our
out a fund-raising
books for Kajembe High school’s library, All in all this was an inspiring
in for everyone concerned.
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sense of global citizenship by carrying
project to help with cost toward
and fascinating project to be involved

Sweet Tree Fields Farm Highlights
FACTS: 9 Students attended this year along with 15 sheep, 23 lambs, 2 donkeys, many staff, 2 goats,
quite a few chickens and a couple of ducks and a few rabbits.
What a year we’ve had! Some events were so amazing, words can barely describe them but here goes! Dirt and muck, animals, rain, cold weather, hot
weather, in fact all weather.
Autumn was our first season and our introduction to the farm. We were introduced to the animals and learned how feed them. When feeding hay to the
sheep we learned that sheep only have only one set of teeth. We also fed the
chickens and ducks, the rabbits, the sheep and lambs, and the goats.
Winter started late but when it hit boy, did it hit hard. We did our level best to keep the animals and
ourselves warm, with many layers. However, with the snow, came other blessings on the farm, even
snowboarding, courtesy of Jude? Many students had a go on the chicken run on sheep’s hill. .
Besides snowboarding other activities, on the farm included crafts, sports such as football and throwing
the tennis ball, lighting fires, and go- karting . A new activity, den building, became a major activity at
the end of the third term with many students added their skills to the task.
Then Richard’s joinery skills were obviously to the fore. You can find his handiwork around the farm; The Den, the new rabbit
run, new raised beds and wheelbarrows.
When spring finally arrived, we found ourselves
basking in an early heatwave and voluntarily
agreed to a major water fight. Tom was one of the
main protagonists as were Leon, Frank and Elliott.
The chefs kick into action at lunchtime and have
served up many delights such as, veg curry, burgers and chips, omelettes, roasted pumpkin and many varieties of stew. What a treat! Leon has a penchant for being head chef while other students are happy to be sous chef, especially Tom.
One of our favourite end of day tasks is cuddling the rabbits, which is loved by all the students bar none.

In conclusion, we have really had some amazing times. In fact, each new week seems to be
the best ever. Thank you to all the staff who
have participated. The students have had an
incredible time and their delight and glee at
being on the farm is clearly portrayed in their
photos.
Finally a very big thank you to Gemma and all
the team at the farm that make this all possible.
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By Kareem y12, Hutton Grove
On an autumn evening, I ventured out to a forest far from home. The location was marked on a map given to me by
a friend. Initially, I thought it may have been a birthday surprise but he explained to me that he had found it in an
old box in his attic. He knew I really liked puzzles and adventures, so he had turned to me to help him uncover what
this map led to.
The journey this map took me on wasn’t as treacherous as I thought it would be. I passed through camps that had
seemingly stood for over a century. Thick moss blanketed the ground and climbed up the supporting frames. Woodland creatures nested in the primitive tents making it their homes, entrusting that they would protect their eggs.
Grass, trees and foliage stood tall and untamed entangling objects dumped or placed in the area. Vines grew up
great big totems and branched out to trees nearby - it was a spider’s web made by Mother Nature. The fruity orange
sun was angled in such a way that when it caught nature’s spider web, it cast satisfying shapes on the ground. Suddenly, I found myself appreciating nature in a way I hadn’t before.
Walking further into the woods, I spotted some woodland creatures: a few deer; a scurrying rabbit; a woodpecker
and a hoarding squirrel. There was an abundance of bustling wildlife.
“This is exquisite,” I whispered to myself. However, these words alone dispersed the timid creatures.
Everything about this forest was remarkable. Though, I had to pick up the pace to make it to the location on this
map by sun down. I started jogging, and then I started to run. An easterly wind had picked up. The wind chopped
at my face sending chills down my spine but I couldn’t stop now.
My mind raced on, “What could be at this location?” I could feel my heart pounding and my mind wondered, a tingling sensation resounded throughout my whole body.
THUMP!
I flew forwards, tripping on a tree’s loose root!
“Ouch…”
Quickly, I stood up and brushed myself clean of dust and leaves. Surveying the area, I whipped out the map to figure out where I was. It turned out that my stumble had stopped me at the perfect place as the spot on the map was
just through the shrubbery! With a child’s glee, I raced forward.
An old dilapidated building stood idly- an old barn.
The barn looked compressed with bowing wood beams, making it look wide rather than tall. Rotting planks layered
the outside. The roof was also made of old oak wood. Some would be disappointed by this discovery, but not me!
This was yet another puzzle I got to uncover. I marched through the tall grass, eager to get inside.
As I was marching, I realised there were only few good hours of sunlight left. “I better hurry so I can get back before sunset,” I thought to myself. I walked around the barn to look for signs of life as the barn looked very uncared
for. Approaching the front, it was clear that no one had been here for some time.
The barn was now windowless and replaced by two gaping holes. One of the two doors had fallen off and cobwebs
engulfed every corner. I wearily stepped onto the fallen door. CREAK! Inside I saw beams of light that fell through
the cracks of the rotten wood exposing the lingering dust particles.
“Achoo!”
The sound of my sneeze reverberated around the barn. Beady red eyes and the sound of flapping wings took over
my senses as five bats flew over my head out into the forest. It gave me a terrible fright!
Continuing forward in awe, I scanned the building for anything that would relate to the map. Huge webs were
strewn across the upper layers of the structure and horrifying spiders resided in dusty bales of hay. Vines hung
along with broken webs from the ceiling. Where the sun hit the vines, flowers grew. It was a beautiful sight.

CONTINUED……..
the cracks of the rotten wood exposing the lingering dust particles.
“Achoo!”
The sound of my sneeze reverberated around the barn. Beady red eyes and the sound of flapping wings took over
my senses as five bats flew over my head out into the forest. It gave me a terrible fright!
Continuing forward in awe, I scanned the building for anything that would relate to the map. Huge webs were
strewn across the upper layers of the structure and horrifying spiders resided in dusty bales of hay. Vines hung
along with broken webs from the ceiling. Where the sun hit the vines, flowers grew. It was a beautiful sight.
In the back corner of the barn an old tractor sat menacingly. Through one of the gaping windows a bright dustladen bar shone onto the tractor. It seemed to shed rust as small breezes of wind blew against it.
With my detective eye, it appeared to me that the tractor would have some sort of significance in this puzzle so I
approached it to examine it more. It was missing a few parts and had oil stains leading towards something. The oil
had left a trail. I followed it. It led right under a dusty, bug infested bale of hay, “Great.”
I pushed the bale, shielding myself with my coat and backpack, revealing the ground underneath it. It wasn’t easy
to notice at first, but then I found something…
A wooden hatch!
It was straight out of a movie - a wooden hatch that led to the unknown! What could it be hiding?
I pulled the metal ring handle to open the hatch, it took a few attempts due to weathering and overgrown nature
but it eventually gave way. More dust.
“A secret basement! What’s down there? A body? Treasure? Will I get trapped down here? Maybe I shouldn’t go
down there… But I’ve come so far, I have to! I won’t know until I’ve climbed down these steps.” They were solid
stone, and the walls had wooden support structures. It got colder and darker the further down I got.
When I finally reached the bottom there had been just enough light to make out the frame of a door, the door itself
laid on the ground, the hinges must have worn out. Just inside the frame there was a light switch. Deep breath. I
braced myself and flicked on the switch.
Click.

SOUTHOVER SHORT STORY WINNING ENTRY KS3

LEON AND MIKA OF SCOTLAND YARD. By Leon y8
Leon was one of Scotland Yard’s finest police officers. He was incredibly good at
catching criminals. He could run as fast as a rocket, so no criminal could escape.
One day, Leon was taking Mika the large, black police dog for a walk in Barnet’s
Friern Park. Suddenly, Mika seemed to get the scent of something strange and she
ran away. Leon sprinted after her and disappeared into the undergrowth, which
was thick and prickly. Leon was frightened and kept calling for Mika to come back.
He had lost her.
He tried to race after her, but the dog she ran even faster than Leon could…
Chasing her, Leon came to a massive wooden hut. It seemed to be abandoned.
The sky was still bright blue, but storm clouds were moving towards them. The hut
looked damp and was covered in bright green leaves from the trees. It had one
window and its frames were rotting away in the sun. There was no door that could
be seen.
Leon could hear the dog barking from the distance, so he ran towards the sound.
He then saw two men walking behind the abandoned hut. He realised that Mika
was inside. These were criminals. One of them was a very tall man that he recognised from police files. He had no eyebrows on his long, pale face, so it was definitely him.

Suddenly, Leon felt a bag being forced on his head and he was knocked off his
feet.
Leon and Mika were both in trouble.

